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DIY - Cleaning and Sanitization
Traditional Coolers

Notice:
Never attempt to service or repair a water cooler while it is plugged into any power supply.
Prior to any service or repair of the water cooler, ensure that the water has been completely drained from the system.
Scheduled cleaning and sanitization is recommended to ensure the integrity of your drinking water. This scheduling will vary
depending on the conditions and environment in which the cooler is in use. Follow the steps outlined below under Cleaning
Instructions for sanitization methods of the water contact points.
For cleaning exterior surfaces use only mild dish-washing liquid detergent. DO NOT USE bleach or abrasive cleaners.

Cleaning Instructions
Method 1
1. Unplug the cooler.
2. Remove the water bottle (fig.2-1) and drain excess water through the faucets (fig.2-2). On Hot & Cold
models turn hot tank switch off and allow 2 hours for the hot water to cool down. Remove drain plug at the
rear of the cooler and drain water into a container (0.4 of a gallon or 1.8L) (fig.2-3).

figure 2-2

figure 2-1

figure 2-3

3. Loosen and remove the Outer Dry GuardTM from cooler's body by pressing the fingertips of both hands
onto lid and turning it counter clockwiseuntil it is free from the cooler opening. Approaching the cooler from
left (or right), Place one palm onto the top of the cooler on the side furthest from you, and using your thumb,
press downwards on the reservoir Insulation. Using your other hand, grip the edge of the Inner DryGuardTM
Cone and pull it up slowly to remove
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4. Remove baffle cup by pulling straight up and set aside (fig.4-1).

figure 4-1
5. Add one and a half tablespoons of vinegar to 1 gallon (4.5 L) of clean water and pour into reservoir.
Wipe the internal reservoir components, baffle cup and faucets with a clean cloth (fig.5-1) (fig.5-2). Let
solution stand for five minutes.

figure 5-1

figure 5-2

6. Rinse reservoir, baffle and both faucets thoroughly with clean water several times.
7. Replace baffle cup and reassemble cooler.
8. Place new bottle on appropriately and draw 1 cup of water from each faucet and discard.
9. Plug cooler back into outlet and resume use.

Cleaning Instructions

Method 2:
For optimal sanitization, all water contact points should be removed from the cooler. The cold water
reservoir, baffle system, elbows and the faucets can be removed and sanitized either in a dish-washer
(DO NOT use heated drying if using dish-washer) or wash basin. Follow the steps below:
1. Unplug the cooler.
2. Remove the water bottle and drain excess water through the faucets. On Hot & Cold models turn hot
tank switch off and allow 2 hours for the hot water to cool down. Remove drain plug at the rear of the cooler
and drain water into a container (0.4 of a gallon or 1.8L).
3. Remove the locking pin located at rear of Crystal Guard. Place fingertips of both hands on Crystal Guard
and turn it counter clockwise until it is free from the cooler opening and remove from cooler.
Note: For models with DryGuardTM non spill system see DryGuardTM installation & removal procedure.
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4. Remove the faucets from reservoir elbows by turning them counter clockwise (fig.4-1).
5. Remove the insulation jacket covering the reservoir, straight up through the cooler opening (fig.5-1).

figure 4-1
6.

Remove baffle cup (fig.6-1) and unscrew baffle stem and wing nut (fig.6-2) (fig.6-3).

figure 6-1

7.

figure 5-1

figure 6-2

figure 6-3

Approach the cooler from the rear. Open the latch provided on the evaporator band (fig.7-1).

figure 7-1
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8. Use both hands to loosen the reservoir from the evaporator band and lift it straight through the cooler
opening (fig.8-1).

figure 8-1
9. Remove the faucet elbows from the bottom insulation.
10. Place all internal contact points in dishwasher or in wash basin. Use normal dish washing detergent
or vinegar based solution as outlined above (fig.10-1) (fig.10-2) (fig.10-3).
Note: Silicone washers should be removed from the elbows if using a dishwasher.
11. To reassemble, reverse this procedure (steps 3 through 9).
12. Place new bottle on appropriately and draw 1 cup of water from each faucet and discard (fig.12-1).
13. Plug cooler back into outlet and resume use.
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